Abstract
Introduction
The advantages of multicasting the same information to multiple receivers are well-known [1] . First, multicast relieves the burden on the sender, as they can deliver a packet to all receivers with a single transmission. In addition, multicast reduces the network bandwidth usage. In spite of the performance advantages, commercial deployment of multicast has not yet been fully realized. One of factors that prevents the wide-range deployment of multicast is the difficulties in providing reliable multicast transport. Many reliable multicast delivery schemes have been proposed, but most of them are quite complex and require modifications of the existing transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) protocol. Even though MBone [2] has been used successfully for last several years, it is only useful for applications that allow packet losses.
One simple approach that provides reliable multicast transport is to simply multicast the same packets repeatedly until all clients receive the packets. This method is called cyclic best-effort multicasting [3] . In cyclic multicasting, a single file is partitioned into N chunks and the transmission of all N chunks is called a cycle. The sender repeats the cycles until the probability that all receivers have received the N packets correctly is greater than a given certainty threshold ¬ . Cyclic multicasting performs better than unicasting if the multicast group size is greater than two to eight, depending on the packet error rate [3] .
FEC cyclic best-effort multicast
This Letter presents cyclic best-effort multicasting with FEC (forward error correction). The proposed method is referred to as FEC cyclic best-effort multicasting while the previous method is known as plain cyclic best-effort multicasting. Given N data chunks, a server generates FEC encoded L redundant chunks. The server transmits N + L original data and redundant chunks. A client that receives any N different chunks out of N + L can restore the original file.
We now briefly examine the pros and cons of FEC cyclic multicasting. The major overhead of the scheme is the en/decoding overheads. The encoding overhead at a server is crucial because a server must support many clients. By generating and storing the redundant chunks a priori, we can eliminate the encoding overhead. The decoding overhead at clients may not be as critical as the encoding overhead because clients do not usually form a bottleneck in many distributed systems. We can also reduce the decoding overhead by limiting the number of redundant chunks.
FEC cyclic multicasting increases the usefulness of a new errorless chunk, and therefore has the potential to reduce the number of cycles for reliable multicasting. We examine this advantage using a simple example. Assume that a client receives i different chunks out of N + L successfully at the end of the last cycle. Given that the client receives another errorless chunk, the probabilities that the chunk is useful(i.e. the chunk is not one of the already received chunks) are (N -i)/N and (N + L -i)/(N + L) for plain cyclic multicasting and FEC cyclic multicasting, respectively. The advantage of FEC cyclic multicasting is greater at larger L or/and i. However, we cannot increase L indefinitely because the cycle length and en/decoding overheads increase as L increases. 
Analysis
To simplify the analysis, we assume that chunk errors occur independently and all receivers experience the identical chunk error probability of 1 -Õ . Based on these assumptions, we can model the errorless chunk receiving process at a certain client as a Markovian process. Fig.  1 shows the Markovian process where a state represents the number of errorless chunks that the client receives at the end of a cycle. Given that a client receives i errorless chunks at the end of the -1 cycle, the probability that the client receives r additional errorless chunks during the cycle is
We calculate P(n, ), the probability that a client has received n chunks at the end of cycle , using the following state transition equations and initial conditions:
Let there be K clients. The probability that all K clients have received N different packets at the end of cycle , P(K, n, ), is Fig. 2a shows the number of chunk transmissions required to satisfy a certainty threshold ¬ = 99.9 as a function of the group size, K. We set the number of data chunks (N) at 100 and the chunk error probability 1 -Õ at 0.10. We varied the values of L to investigate the effects of redundancy: L = 10, 20 and 30. In the unicast system, the number of chunk transmissions increases linearly as K increases. If K is less than five, unicasting performs better than plain cyclic multicasting. However, if K 6, plain cyclic multicasting outperforms unicasting. FEC cyclic multicasting performs better than plain cyclic multicasting. Also FEC cyclic multicasting performs better than unicasting when K 3. Fig.  2b shows the results of the same experiment with a chunk error probability of 1 -Õ = 0.05. At the higher transmission probability, the advantages of both plain cyclic multicasting and FEC cyclic multicasting over unicasting become more prominent. The performance of FEC cyclic multicasting may depend heavily on the number of redundant chunks L. Fig. 3 shows the number of chunk transmission as a function of L at N = 100, K = 20 and 1 -Õ = 0.10. We can observe that the number of cycles decreases as L increases. However, as L increases, the cycle length and en/decoding overheads also increase. Therefore, the optimal values of L must be determined after considering the transmission efficiency and en/decoding overheads together.
Results

Conclusion
We have proposed to use of FEC encoded redundant chunks in cyclic best-effort multicasting. The FEC cyclic best-effort multicast scheme has the potential to enhance the performance of plain cyclic multicasting because each chunk has greater usefulness. Our study indicates that FEC cyclic multicasting reduces the number of chunk transmissions obtainable in plain cyclic multicasting by half.
